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The AllSet Learning Grammar Wiki BOOK series brings to ebook format everything that made the

online wiki the internetÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s #1 reference for Mandarin Chinese grammar:- 40 A1 (Beginner)

grammar points- 95 A2 (Elementary) grammar points- Each grammar point is presented for learners

at a specific level (in this case, absolute beginners and elementary learners ONLY)- Each grammar

point is explained in plain language, dropping technical grammatical terms whenever possible- 245

separate grammar structures- At least 10 clear, useful example sentences for each grammar point

(1,700+ examples total), accompanied with pinyin and English translations- Common mistakes with

corrections provided where relevant- Related grammar points are all interlinked, allowing learners to

form connections between similar grammar points- Ã¢â‚¬Å“BeginnerÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s GuideÃ¢â‚¬Â•

introduction provided as a starting point for absolute beginners- The bookÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s content was

produced by the AllSet Learning staff in Shanghai, representing dozens of contributors (both native

speakers of Chinese and leaners of Chinese)- Foreword by linguist Dr. David Moser, author of the

well-known Ã¢â‚¬Å“Why Chinese is So Damn HardÃ¢â‚¬Â•- All content edited by John Pasden,

seasoned expert in Chinese learningWith over 700 ebook pages (400 print pages) of useful

explanations, this is the guide to Chinese grammar that no serious learner should be without.
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For many years, the clearest and most comprehensive online Chinese grammar reference tool has

been the Chinese Grammar Wiki. Finally a section of that monumental resource is available in

e-format to take with you on Kindle. With its logically structured index of topics, the solution to all the

tricky aspects of Chinese grammar are right at your fingertips. The Chinese Grammar Wiki is a

great, modular tool for learning the structure of the language from scratch, or for more advanced

learners to refresh their memory on tricky usages. The future of Chinese learning is digital!

I recommend this book to all students of the Chinese language, not just beginners! If you're just

getting started with the language your timing couldn't be better. because you will not find another

book that explains the Chinese language so clearly and in so few words. Read the short section in

the introduction titled "The Basics" to see what I mean! Those of you who have already studied the

language for some time (20+ years in my case!), you will desperately wish you had found this book

years ago. And another thing: I used to think that some Chinese grammar points were just

intrinsically vague and difficult to master (I'm looking at you double "le"!), but then I discovered the

AllSet Chinese Grammar Wiki and realized that the problem wasn't that these grammar points were

especially hard, it was that they weren't explained to me properly!!!! Anyway, thanks to John

Pasden, Chinese is now a little less mysterious and a lot easier to learn. Can't wait for the next

volume!

This book is such a great reference manual as it covers the proper word order in ChineseAny one

studying Chinese will find it very helpful.

Amazing book, very useful.I hope the Intermediate level will be released soon.Explanation are very

good, and the set of examples is very rich.Should be very useful too to have the complete list of

examples at the end without the pinyin. just Hanzi and translation,cause, I think for my part, focus to

read hanzi it's quite difficult when we have pinyin just bellow.

I use Integrated Chinese Level 1, Part 2 as a text with my online teacher. There have been times

that I felt that IC grammar explanations fell short. That's when I would turn to this wonderful book.



Clear explanations, plenty of examples, and the grammar points cross reference various textbooks.

I've been learning Chinese for a few years and John Pasden has always been a source of great

resources. The Chinese grammar wiki website has always been great but organizing it into an

e-book took it up another level. I'd like to have a print copy as well, because the content is actually

very readable, and in learning Chinese, I find that a paper book is somehow satisfying to read. But if

I could only choose one version it would be the e-book version, because of the ability to search for

what I need. I consider this book a necessity in studying Chinese; a paper copy would be a nice

addition.

very helpful

love it !
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